UTILIZING TODAY’S
TECHNOLOGY:
∗Barcodes
∗RFID
∗Bluetooth

Let Orange Enterprises Help YOU
Orange Enterprises, Inc., operating from Fresno,
California since 1984, provides software solutions for
thousands of Agribusiness. Since P.E.T Tiger™ is not
your ordinary off-the-shelf software it can be tailored to fit
your specific type of business. The flexibility of P.E.T
Tiger™ allows Orange Enterprises, Inc to quickly
customize the Program, reports etc to meet our
customers’ needs .

P.E.T. Tiger
Payroll Employee
Tracking

∗ID Cards
∗GPS/GSM/GPRS

DATA COLLECTION
FOR:
∗Time and Attendance
∗Cost Accounting
∗Quality Assurance
∗Product Availability
∗Customer Invoicing
∗Yield Tracking
∗Equipment Tracking
∗Better Management

Orange Enterprises, Inc.
2377 W. Shaw Ave, Suite 205
Fresno, CA 93711
Phone: 800-656-7264
Fax: 559-229-9348
www.OrangeSoftware.com

Real Time Data
Collection
for
Paperless Payroll

The Revolutionary Mobile Time Clock
Whether your business is family owned or a major corporate
enterprise, you need P.E.T
Tiger to handle your payroll
data collection and production
tracking. It fits businesses of
any size, from a few employees
to thousands

Fast and Easy Recordkeeping
P.E.T Tiger accurately and easily collects hours
and piece rate payroll information using
scanable tags like Barcodes or RFID. Time in is
recorded by the supervisor when he/she scans
the job (task/activity) and then the barcode
associated with each employee (this can be a list,
badge or tag.) Each time the employee finishes a
piece his/her barcode/tag is scanned, recording
the (piece-out) unit, time, and count.
This feature is also available
to handle crews or groups
that split the pieces
proportionately. Defaults are
maintained to minimize the
number of scans necessary.
For hourly employees a
quick scan of their badge or
tag clocks them in and/or
out.

Compliance with Wage Laws
in Less Time

Simplified Payroll, Cost
Accounting and Billing

P.E.T Tiger handles minimum hourly pay
requirements, overtime exclusions and mandatory
breaks. Electronic processing and data storage replaces
paper to improve efficiency and accuracy. View your
data as it comes in, and, if necessary, edit it right then.
Easy to use sorting and filters make it simple to group
the information in a way that makes sense. As a result
it minimizes the tedious and error prone calculations
of converting time sheets to accounting input data and
eliminates the paperwork of recording attendance and
production. It significantly shortens the time between
the work done and the payroll checks. P.E.T Tiger
also tracks equipment usage

The P.E.T Tiger™ data is uploaded onto your
Server or PC. Upload can be done either locally or
from remote locations via our Tiger Relay Program,
modem, internet, IP connection or cellular via
smart phones or wireless devices. Data can then be
reviewed and edited. Verification of pieces can be
done on an employee or crew/group basis. No more
manual data entry into accounting packages; the
payroll process is reduced to minutes. The resulting
data is exported to any Payroll and Cost Accounting
software packages (like QuickBooks) and creates
many related informative reports.

•Paperless Data Collection

•Detailed Cost Accounting

•Accuracy of Data

•Access to Real Time Data

•Product Tracking

•Increased Efficiency

Adaptable to Any Industry

Simplicity and flexibility are the key forces behind
P.E.T Tiger™. personnel learn the scanning
procedures quickly and easily so they are much
more receptive and willing to incorporate the
system into their daily routines.
Most importantly, PET Tiger
is adaptable and can be used
by any business that needs to
track who works, what work
was done, and when it was
done. PET Tiger has an open
architecture that allows users
to adapt the system to their
unique needs

On Your PC
Create Your Own Badges

Anywhere You Track Time

